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PREFACE

The Reading Center of the College of Education,

University of Maryland, has sp n ored a series of positieDn

papers in reading and the language arts. The papers were

presented for discussion during se inar sessions taking

place from the spring of 1969 through the spring of 1970.

The topics treated in the papers reflected both

traditional concerns of educators and issues and interests

which signaled new areas of emphases in the field. The

traditional were represented by papers offering new in-

sights and fresh suggestions for teacher training and for

the evaluation of -t_ndardized tests results. A long over-
,

due shift in emphasis from approaches and techniques related

to decoding to a focus upon-the cognitive component of read-

ing was evidenced by those papers dealing with aspects of

c mprehension. Part of the _credit for the current rene al

of interest in comprehension might be attributed to the

fields of psycholinguistics and dialectology, topicst dis-

cussed in two of -the papers.

The intent of this position paper project was to

stimulate the kinds of thinking and reactions which might-



lead to improvement of teacher training programs and of

reading programs on all levels. If.just one of these

papers offers you an exciting idea, our goal will have

been accomplished.
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A COMPETENCY PROuRAM 1N THE
UNDERGRADUATE READ I NG COURSE

Robert m. Wilson

Is it possible to develop undergraduate courses in

education which permit students to develop competencies in

teaching a d which allow for the individual differences of

students coming into such urses? Although such a program

will not be easy to teach and might cause more problems than

it solves, it is the position of this paper that we should

study the possibilities of establishing c--p-t -ncy courses.

Traditional techni ues

As you know, the traditional methods coUrses usually

involve variations around one or 'more of several themes.

One theme is that-the professor has a lot to tell the stUdents.

Students are expected t- listen to his talking, take notes,

read related lit-rature, and pass exa_inations,- The mina-

tions are based on_ the talking and/or the-literature, The

student competes for- a-grade with his clas mates. The in

fluence of something referred -to-as a "normal curve" is

used to justify the grading stems_ that_grades earned-show
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a spread of A's, B's, C's, D's, and occasionally F's.

Normally the student is expected to earn a C or better. How-

ever, there is no agreement, about what a C means - nor is

there any agreement con erning what a C student is able to

do in a classroom. My guess is a C means that a student has

a mediocre understanding about the course - if such under-

standing reflects classroom competency it must surely be a

coincidence.

Ano-cher theme is based around the same type of course,

but instead of basing grades around a curve distribution the

grades are based on a standard set by the professor. In such

cases, an A is technically possible for all students (but not

really because the standards are u ually set so high that

most students will tot reach the A mark). In suczh courses

the student works again t himself ( r against the prof) not

against other students. Grades in these courses tend to be

higher.... nd are the butt of much e7riticism, i.e., th pro-

fessor is too easy. The meaning of the grades are as dis-

t rbing as with the previous theme discussed.
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A third general theme is that the professor has the

students do most of the talking. In these courses the pro-

fessor either assigns reports which students give to students

or the chairs are arranged in a large circle to facilite the

discussion of assigned topics. In such courses students who

talk well obtain the best grades. Professors in these courses

use either a "curve" grading system or a "standards" grading

system. Grade meaning is equally difficult to interpret.

While many of my collegues use other methods or themes,

it seems to me that we have not changed our technique much

from the basic themes already discussed. We are teaching

about method, about content, and about teaching. It is my

contention that our themes have three basic weaknesses:

1. We-do not provide instruction which directly

helps the student develop skills in teaching.

2. We encourage mediocre performance by staying with

themes which (a) do not consider the competency

of the student-entering the course, and (b) do

not consider different learning rates within the

course.
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We encourage mediocre performance by presenting

the same content to all students regardless

their needs. The student wh- learns the fastest

and remembers the most seems to get the best grade.

Whether that g ade reflects ability to teach or

not is mostly conjecture.

DlIatat2g-Prograq

It seems as though it should be possible tor all

the professors who teach a given methods course to agree upon

several teaching competencies which all-students-who take the

course should strive tp acquire. Could we sit down and say,.

"A student who takes EDEL 153, Teaching. of Reading, should

be able (2) 4 Developing

these. competencies.then would,be.:the major thrust ot the

course.: The. professor -oUld..present information-'concerning

each area of comPetency, demonstrate -teaching, ,techniqurs with-

in:the-competency,. bring-:_related -aterials into.the,classroom

for tudents to examine, permit students to practice the com-

petency with peers, and.. FIZ4ALLY .have the student.demon trate-.

11
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the competency in a classroom with children. Eackstude_t

c uld work at his own pace. When the student is ready

demonstrate his competency, he could do.so. When one com-

petency has been demonstrated in a satisfactory manner .he

could move oh to the next one. When he completes his final

competency the basic require ents of the course are satisfied.

Such students could select one of a "x" number of areas for

investigation either as individuals or in small seminar groups.

The student who cannot demonstrate _the coMpetency in

a given semester :an-made at 15 weeks) continues in the course

until he can demonstrate the :competency. .His speed of learn-

ing is not a basis for the grade, rather hiswillingness and

ability to develop the competency1 A system :-:ill need to be

developed to permit the "incomplete" Studept.to continue study

and practice.

-The grading system. should.also:be Eadj.usted. Once

competencies are met,the .student.has satisfactorily completed

the: methpds course. . V.Osuggest "pa s" or.an "incomplete"

arrangement with the pass grade holding A or Bvalue far
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transcript purposes, or an "11- incomplete". In either case,

it seems important to take the emphasis away from the grade

and replace it with emphasis upon the learning which has been

determined to be desirable.

Advantages

This writer sees several obvious Advantages Which

could result from courses developed along this theme:

1 Instead of being able to say that a student earned

a "C" in reading, we can describewhat is we

know the student can do. T- his future employer,

his graduate school, or anyone else who is inter-

ested we can say, this student'can (1).. (2).

3).. (5)....

2. By placing emphasis upon the competency-and not

on tha-giade, the student .an more -clearly see

the purpose of the course and can-work toward

completion at Any rate lie_to tiesires

-The -profe sor-can provide instruction-in' any:Man

ner h o desi es and he can iaclude other features

13



of the course. But, all courses would hold some

very basic competencies in common.

4. Speed with which a student can learn will not be

to his advantage or dis-d _ntage. Speed of learn-

ing will be replaced by thoroughne s of learning.

A_Limitation

The major problem, one which must be care_ully con-

sidered in order to be avoided, is a tendency for the student

to "ape" the professor as he strives for c mp-tency. Compe-

tencies must be established in such a manner as to permit

differences in teaching style and allow for creativity on

the part of the teacher.

And, so..

Many of our staff are experimentingwith ideas such

as those suggest-d in this paper! Many of the suggested activ-

ities in this paper are gleaned from-discussion. with other

.

professors, -This writer is not t_ying.to-.develop the'.WILSON

THEME. He is taking the position that a department uch as

ours can no longer continue undergraduate eoucation in teacher



education in the same manner as undergraduate educat_on

has been conducted for years. The time is ripe for change

- we have a staff which is capable of changing - we should

try it NOW.
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Reactions to Dr. Wilson's paper:

1. Too often students only gain ideas and infor-

mation from a reading methods course with little or no
opportunity to implement this knowledge with children in

the classroom.

2. Competency requirements should be structured in

a manner flexible enough to allow for creativity and expres-
sion of individual differences in personality and teaching

style.

3. Methods courses based upon competencies should

not replace the student teaching experience. Whereas indi-

vidual courses would require the demonstTation of specific
competencies, the student teaching ekperience would con-

tinue to require demonstration of one's ability to synthe-

size learnings from all courses.

4. A methods cour-e based upon demonstration of
competencies requires consideration of learning hierarchies

which describe intermediate Skills that lead to..attainment

of competency in specific areas. .Formation- of-behavioral

objectives to.serve as.guidelines in evaluating student
competency should be .an.essential part-of the planning and

development-ofthe-courSe.



CHILDREN'S RESPONSES TC STIPULATED
LITERAIURE SELECTIONS

Jessie A. Roderick

The purpose of this paper is threefold: (1) to high-

light the renewed interest In literature for children; (2)

to report re6ults of a content analysis of sixth graders'

sponses to stipulated books; (3) to encourage further re-

search and exploration of ideas having implications for the

literary experiences of children.

rrent Status of Lite ature for Children

Concern for developing the imagination and attempts

to apply some linguistic concepts and content to the language

arts curriculum have prompted a re-examination ot the func-

tion of children2s literature in th school. The newly-formed

Committee on Literature for Children and Adole cents (Confer-

ence on Engli h Ed cation - NCTE) i,s providing :addec impetus

Evidence of this renewed interest is found
Iche .moveme-

in English curricula which haveaddedmoro lite ary selections

to- existing sequences or which,: in fact, have

atu e as the core of the communications P
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The state of literature for children in American

schools is generally unsettled in terms of which experiences

when, but a program appears to be desirable. Recent pro-

posals include a suggested sequence based on a developmental

point-of-view in which children as young as two experience

the world of fantasy and imagination th ough much ' p=y-

turvy" ve s (Chukovsky, 1963). This early exposure to fan-

tasy helps the child interpret the real world. A more struc-

tured approach is offered by The Nebraska Curriculum Develop-

ment Center (1966). Although developmental in a sense, the

Nebraska program introduces children to most of the literary

categori s or genres at each grade level.

To establish a research basis for program develop-

ment, spe ialists in children literature have inve tigated

youngsters responses or reactions to free reading. The nd

p oducts of m st of these inquiries are lists ot titles and

types of books preferred by boys and girl

and intelligence. It has been sho n,

F. varying

ever, that children's

responses to books can b structur d- o they reveal not,only
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title and category preferences but indications of where tiae

readers are in terms of their ability to perceive different

kinds of literature or how empathic they are in certain

situati ns. Before this kind of information--essential to

effective planning for and with children--can be obtained,

more refined instruments must be designed. The data pre-

sented in the next -3ection of this paper represent one

attempt, admittedly a crude one, to explore in more depth

childrents responses to free reading.

Children s Responses to Sti ulated Titles

One-hundred sixth grad rs were asked to read from

a stipulated list of children's trade books and to tell

whether they liked the books, did n t like them, thought

they were all right. In addition, the : subjects were asked

to give re so s for their likes or dislikes. The content

f theirresponses in whi h th

disliked a book was examined and

induction (Berels n,1952)

told why they liked or

egories were deriv d by

turn, these categories ere

used in classifying the responses . The unit of cont nt used
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in this analysis wa.- the complete response or theme. A

brief definition - the categories employed follo s:

character: Included in this category were state-

ments ref rring to the living subject or subjects of the

story as specific individuals or specific groups of in-

dividuals. ("I like J.F.K." )

LitsEary Com onents and Format: Statements refer-

ring to situation, plot, theme, setting, content, style of

writings format, and type of literature were as ig ed to

this category.

Reader Involvement: Any statement which. involv d

a comparison, conjecture, ident fication with, interpre-

tation, association, empathy or any depa ture from a re-

statement or ev luation of the m nifest content was placed

in this cat gory. 'Reader involvement al o implies demands

made on the a

External In
never thought of itT that ay.")

luen e References to televis n,-

CUrx n. ,114.P:Pennga .pr availability of 13oOks-_

e-grouped -in thx-s- CategOry*.--
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Table 1 summarizes by frequency count and percent-

age the children's statements according to category dis

tributions.
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TABLE 1

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN'S COMMENTS

ACCORDING TO CATEGORY DISTRUBUTIONS

Category Number
of

Comments

Percentage
Of

Total

Character 69 8.0

Literary 719 83.0

Components
and Format

Reader 65 7.5

Involvement

External 13 1.5

Influences

100.0
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Examination of individual responses in each category

would provide some indication of where these children were

in their ability to perceive plot, theme, and setting; the

external factors that influenced their reading the selection;

and where they were in their ability to project themselves

beyond the printed page. In view of the expressed concern

for developing the individual's creative imagination and

sensitivity, selected comments from among those catego ized

as 'reader involvement' are presented as illustrations of

what teachers can learn about children as they experience

deeply the books they read.

"Because you felt like you w re there." l.*

lmost like true life." 2. "Wonder if it was

real or not." 3.

"The children were a lot of fun to be with." 4.

"Didn t make much sense.

"Becaus- it had a lot of feeling." 6.

"Because it shows what a person can do if they put

-enough 'effort forth." 7.

Ti ie of bdok6 _othmented about are listed in Appendix.

23
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"You couldn't tell what was going to happen next." B.

"It wasn't as exciting am I though it w uld be."

"I couldn't get my mind on it. 10.

"Everybody knows a girl can't throw a boy in the

top of trees." 11.

"I wish I c_uld live like that." 11.

"I wish I had a hou e like that." 12.

"Because I never believed all those things could

happen to one p-rson." 13.

"I never though about anything like hat." 14.

...and they were different from any other family." 14.

.and the things they did seemed very unnatural." 10.

"exciting in a pig's y. 15.

''i learned a lot about the old ways of life," 16..

"None of the rhymes made any sense." 17.

The above responses suggest the subjects' ability
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to go beyond restating and evaluating the content of the

books. From another perspective, the children's reactions

can imply the demands which literary selections can make On

the reader. Literature often requires that the reader iden-

tify with others, react emotionally, imaginatively, and sen-

sitively, visualize, seek meaning from both content and form,

empathize, understand, and make the leap of faith-- uspend

reason.

Discussion and Irn-l]catlons for Litera ure in the E ement r

School

Information gained by noting chi d -n-s expressed

reactions to literature can be of value to teachers as they

plan cur iculum and guide and encourage children in their

reading. However, what happens to the reader as he inter-

acts with the story may be even more important. As the

child responds creatively and imaginatively to ,a sel cti n

he may be clarifying his o n ideas, trying-cut neiN ones

standing in someone else's shoes or building his self-con-

cept. Writing responses to b oks is oneway of communi ating

25
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reactions, skills, and knowledge, but sharing ideas in

verbal interaction is another approach-- ne which lends

itself readily to classroom procedure.

Book discussions in which children are encouragedl

to express ideas similar to those subsumed under " eader

involvement" helpchildren grow in their understanding of

self and of man as a huMan being. Discussi-ns, canalso.

contribute to the development of the process skills_of

communicating, perceiving, loving, creating, and

as d fined by Berman in her proposal for a curriculum which

encourages the growth of contributing, responsible individuals

(1968).

In addition providing opportunities for experienc-

ing feelings, trying .on new roles,

another perspetive. -apd evaluating-rgroupv iscOssion stim-.

ulate attentiv list ping to what said and- esponsible

reaction to anothe_ls ideas. .Thinking skills can -ls ,be

enhanced wh teachers. and children enga

level questions-which call-for divergent _ nclevaluati --think-

in asking higher

2G
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Although instruments for for- lly assessing child-

ren's reactions to literature terrain relatively crude,

children need to be encouraged to think about and talk about

what they read. This talking out, acti g out, or whatever

form it takes flourishes in an atmosphere of safety and

trust--an atmosphere in which the humanity of man is e_plbred

with sensitivity and dignity and in which the imagirv,tiol

has no bounds.
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- APPENDIX -

Authors and Titles of Books Read. by Children

Author

Alcott, Louisa

2. Clemens,'Samuel

Title

Little Women

Adventures of Tom Sawyer

Henry, M rguerite Misty Of Chincotea ue

The Moffats

6. Frank Anne Diary of a Young Gir

7. Keller, Helen

. Knight, Eric Lassie Come

9. L'Engle, Madeline A Wrinkle in T"

10. Travers, Pamela Maryppins

Homer Price

The

Charlotte

The Little House in the Big_Ersplojg,_

17. Merriam, ve

Enright, Elisabeth

5. Estes, Ele-mor

11. Lindgren,. Astrid

12. Sewell, Anna

13 McCloskey, Robert

14. Norton, Mary

15. White

16. Wilder, Laura
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Reactions to Dr. Roderick's paper:

1. The availability of paperbacks makes it possible
for many children to react to the same book or to books which
develop a common theme.

2. As children respond to literature in small groups,
many opportunities for stimulating imagination, creativity,
and higher levels of thinking. oceur.

3. Group discussion may center around-a specific
book which all children have read, or Around a .specific theme
which has been pursued through reading a-variety of books.
A thematic approach has the advantage of allowing the student
to select reading material _in which he is interested.



JAMA I CAN ISM: I TS I NFLUENQE ON THE
SPOKEN AND WR TTEN COMMUN I CAT I ON

OF ELEMENTARY S.CHCCL PUP LS

D. R. B.: Grant

One of the most iMportant functithiS aE the Prithary

School programme is the guidance of children'through-the

functional development of-the coMmunication skills. Support

fot this'opinion is- -found in Fries- (1940, pi. 14) ObSerVation

that "in the matter of the'Englibh language-it is clear that

anyone who cannot- uSe- the languge habits ih which the Major

iffairs, of the country are- C-ndticted, the language habits

of the socially acCeptable of-tud"t _fatircbmMunities,-A.Ocitaa-

have a serious handicap. obvious, thdrefoie, that

if primary school children are to employ language

sing-their ideas, fe1irigs, and :6M-

res-

ust learn to

acceptable code CI t-tie spokOn ana-wr

f their society4 Every man has a native language which -h'

has learned from--bis par _nts.and- his environment. --ThrOugh'

this 4aTiguage.he.-expretses-himself with ea e-and fluency
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according to the moulds of the vocabulary and grammer pro-

vided by that native language, which through usage, has

been accepted as "accurate and proper." A teacher should

b- interested in helping her pupils to speak and write

accurately, according to the code of expression approved

by the society of which the school is.a part.. By helping

her pupils to cultivate this accuracy, the teacher would

not ohly be saving them from being misunderstood and criti-

cised, but she would also be revealing to them a boundless

field for individuality and, beauty -f-expression,

THE PROBLEMS. .

Jamaica Local ExaminationAtesults

,j'or some..ime0, it has b eh re ognised that the-results

of the Jam ica L cal Examinations and the G neral Certifi a

of Education have be n disturbingly unsatisfactory. Table

gives the breakdown o the re ults of the Jamaica Local Exam-

inations for the year 1959-1961.
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TA-1E I

Breakdown of J.L.E._Res_ults Showinq_Failures in Encilisk,_

1959-r1960,,_1961,

.1959 1960_ 1961

1st Year 3.1, E.

No. of Candidates 70677,_ 6,963
No. of Passes 1,270 406 991
Percentage of Failure 83.5 79.8 83.

No. of Failures in English 3,417 129 2,570

2nd ypar

No. of Candidates 3,741 2,946 2,130
No. of Passes -620% 369. _546-
Percentage of Failure
'No- of Failures in English

rd

87.5
979_.

73.-3

No. of Candidates
No= of Passes
Percentage,of Failure
No. of Failures in English
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An examination of the Table shows that nearly 50%

-f the failures among the First Years resulted from unsati

factory En lish papers. In the case of the Second Year candi-

dates, 83 4%, 67.1%, and 69.4% of the failures in 1959, 1960

and 1961, respectively, were in the English paper. In 1961,

70.9% of the failures among the Third Year candidates was

as a result of the substandard English scripts.

Primar S ilool Ex -ination R

Although more pupils seem to spend more time through-

out their primary school career on the learning of English

than any other subject, there is a quiet undercurrent of dis-

satisfaction with respect to the standard of the written

English of the graduates of the schools. Upon scanning some

recent /nspection Reports of each of 315 schools it was observed

that:

errors in "spelling, the use of th concord and

tenses, and word functions" were mentioned in

102 reports

the need for "much practice in written English
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with emphasis on the uses of Tenses, was

recommended n 51 reports, and

(c ) 67 of the reports emphasised that "English

was characterised by limited vocabulary, i.

accurate spelling, and lack of originality

and spontaneity."

CONTRIBUTARY FACTORS TO THE PROBLEMS

Soc jo-economic. -nd Teachin Condition

Educati-n in Jamaica-is X'ased, for the, most part, .

on the British syste but its_character h s been shap

by many different forces, s me of which are asso iated with

the socio7economic conditionsof the pupils, and the condi-

tions under which classroom teaching is done. .

Bec use the slave codes did not.make provision for

the education of the slaves, ply-a few mulatto and hou e-

slaves were educated. During the 18th and 19th centuries,

white fathers schooled their mulatto children in England,

a practica which not only raised the social status of the
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mulatto, but instilled in the slaves the belief that ed ca-

tion was for the white and the mulatto only. The slaves and

their -a ay descendants developed such an indifferent_ atti-

tude toward education, that in 1943 the quality of the edu-

cation of 94% of the literate population did not exceed the

primary level, and fully 218,000 (24% of the population over

10 years old) had not attended any school.

1960 nearly 248 000 children in the primary schools

were being taught by about 5,000 teachers, of whom nearly-

2,300 w-r_ Untrained. The incidence of large classes, rang-

ing from 50-72 pupils per t acher, due to the acute-shortage

of teachers, undermines and reduces the-effectiveness of teach-

ing quality, and the 1 nguage programme in particular.- Child-

ren who are tau ht by untrAined-teachers'-in crowded Class--

rooma and_ under difficult conditions-seem _unable to-escane

receiving a Substandard education.
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Shoes Sale

Louise Bennet 1967, p. 65)

Small up yuh foot fe fit de boot!
Uno doan like cheapniss noh?
T'ree an eleven! Force dem awn!
Gal, how yuh fool-fool soh!

Pare up yuh eel an ben yuh toe,
Mek me hole de boot fe yuh.
Poke een yuh foot-hard, harder! Mine
Yuh bus i. ! Dat wi do-

Tek time work up yuh toe dem now,
Ha patience, it wi gwan,
Look how i look sweet! Good ting me
Force yu fe force I awn!

Se two lef foot brown boot yah, Kate,
Fe tiree shillin an bit!
Come try dem awn gal. Dem ga n een?
Lawd wat a perfic fit!

No numba eight, Jane? Buy a backless
Numba four, me chile,
Half een, half out, notten no wrong,
Me do dat all di while.

Me wear a ten, der . doan got none,
But dat no badda me,
Cheapniss is bliss dese days, me d
Me buy t'ree numba tiree!

Lawd, look a sweet brown an white pumps,
_

Mark four an twopence! Gran!
An hope a-get even me big toe
Eana dis yah one.

Me neba miss a boot-sale chile
Me love dem, me kean lose.
Koo yuh, me bill mark twelve bob,
An me get four pair a shoes!
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The African slaves who had to be satisfied with

learning English from a fellow slave did not only learn

it incompletely, but also influenced t by their native

language. This blended language resulted in the emergence

of JAMAICANISK, with a vocabulary peculiar to Jamaica and

Jamaicans.

The spoken English in Jamaica can be arranged in

a linguistic continuum, ranging from the talk of the un-

educated peasant to the "front door" English of the educated,

with the Middle and upper middle class being bidialeetuals.

Louise Bennett's (1957, p..6) dial et verses express

most of the cha acteristic features -of.Jamaicanism, as well

as the subtle humour and buoymat-- spirit of ,Jamaicans. In

"Shoes Sale" the_following peculiar qualities of the langu-

age are portrayed:- -

1. Word endin and. ronunciations:

(a) Jamaicanism 18 characterised .hy._the- African

way of-pronouncing, any_ w rds that are commonly

used by .the lower sodioeconomie g 'Up-in .the
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country: yuh for.your, - for, di - the,

doan don't, mek - make, it, wn -

numba - number,

(b) The aspirate loses its sound 'in,words like

house, hurry, him- hungry, head Aleel, but it

gains prominence in hooman (w°man), eel (heel),

haxe (axe) humbrella (umbrella); 'Similarly,

several Werds which retain the phoneme of the

t ndard word, lose their initial. _minal

sound aild'tiley-appear like new- :olndst t'ree -

thre-,:an -and, ben - bend, hole hold, een -

in, wi With; lef left-, chile,- child, dese

these, keAn - can't, nebba 'notten -

noth pg.-

) it wili'beobserved that the'digraph "th,"

16 abse t frOMmAny-werds, deSe -

th that,,t'ree thr "tek., and

ek" the ' is n t pronounced.
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2. Formation of plural forms-

(a) Nouns: In the Afri.c-n language use is made

of "dem" after a noun to show the plural number.

In "tek time work up yuh toe dem," toe (toes)

was being pluralised.

(b) Prpnoun,: The pronouns w'" (we) and "yuh"

(You) are used in the plural for all cases, with

"unu" being used for the plural "you" sometim

Verb forms: The "folk" verb forms do not seem

to be similar to the standard English action

words In the standard English verb there is

the first person singular number, the past tense

and the past participle, but Jamaicani m has a

singular form with a simple past tense usually

expressed by uch adverbs and adverbial phr ses

+RS "yesterday,"-"from time ii long time" or the

use of "did." A look of strangeness is in the

continuou tense which isexpressed by the verbs

"da" or °de" (of African origin) or th

the present participle with the au ill ry verb
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omitted:

me a come am coming).,de rain (de).fall'
(a)

(rain is falling_ Tom comin (Tom is coming).

Double Negative_: The use of the double negative

is more the rule than the exception in Jamaicanism .

This is exemplified in "half een, half out, notten

no wrong."

5. Interrogation: As the "folk" speech

of the interrogative pronouns the standa d En lish

7se

word order is more or less mainatined, as in

him say?"

a town?"

him say?"

SIWa

has he said?) "Is when you goin

en are you go ng to-town?") "A wah

What has he _said?)

Emphasis or shades of mean ng in on

are sho n by "iteration" as in, "Gal how yuh fool -

expr s ion

fool soh?" or by the u-- of "well," or "kean done,"

as in "Yu w 11 wrong (Y u are very wrong,) "It

long kean done" (It is very long).
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-rom the above overvjew it will be observed that

Jamaicanism is an amalgamation of many speech patterns -

African, English, French, Spanish, Indian and American -

each _f which entered the speech of the whole linguistic

continuum by several routes.

EVIDENCE OF INTERFERANCE

In 1962 the writer conducted a _tudy "to determine

the relative frequency and persistency of language and spell-

ing errors of elementary school children in Jamaica ' The

material used for the -studY consisted of 43,093 scripts

written by pupils in Grades 1-5 of 315 schools which varied

in size and location within each Parish. The pupils were

drawn from "English"'Speaking homes representing the middle

and lower socio-economic levels, with the greater number from

the lower level. Some.of the errors of high frequency, class-

ified according to the error--guide developed for the study,

were:

SubStanda-d E Lish VIC ion:

(a) -I did want to invite you

(b) Wben the mango: them is ripe....
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2 Double Negative:

(a) 1, could not got,no rest.
(b) The boys don't want no gal to play with him.

Rule of Proxim-

(a) The p6opae did.brought a man on a bed to
see Jesus who max palsied.

(b) .
The Governor General of-the W.I. did visit
Jamaica whiCh did open the Trade Pair.

4 Miise of Words:

(a):. Please get someone, in. myspace.
(b) I memba when the li htening did come.

5. Wrong use of Verbs:

(a) Mi Mother tell me fi brush the yard.

(b) The teacher.neva. learn me the.song well.

Omission f Verb,:

(a) I born the 25th January.
(b) A was coming to look for you but my mother

.Incorrect _useof Pronoun:

(a) Them is, going to the beach.
(b) The boys likes to play with themself.

EaRt2gRlag_ the Past Tense:

(a) I was glad to'heard_from you.
(b) The mule-drawn the cart all day yesterday.
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Ex ress inq Plural:

The girls them eat heaps and hoaps of

mango.
(b) Him bright so him get nuff sum right.

10. Mis ustnq the qender of Pronouns.

(a) I did see the Queen and his chariot
(b) When me ask Mary- to play with me him never.

answer.

Spelling Errors. Of the 249 words listed in the

error guide, 148 are found in the Gates (1937) list,

and 240 are included in the Rinsland Basic Vocabulary

(1945) and about 12 words are peculiar to the Jamaican

and West Indian vocabulary.

The types of spelling e rors that occurred most

frequently fell under:

( ) Phonetic Spelling: akcept - accept, ancious -

anxious, deff - deaf, meny -

many.

(b) Omission/Addition of letters:

a falt - a phalt, comming -

co ing.

butifull beaut



(c) Mispronunciation Confusion of Sounds: Febuary -

February, aready - already,

possable possible, picnick

In Jamaica, the views expressed by British and Amer-

ican exponents of the teaching of English were swallowed hook

and line without much thought as to their relevance to the

local situation. The result w s that pupil ' problems

became worse, and the t a hing-learning endeavour lacked direc-

tion and emp thy. Studies of LaFage, Craig, and Grant chal-

lenged teachers to examine their teaching procedures, and to

experiment with different methods of teaching standard English

to a seemingly bilingual school population.

There are at present two schools of th ught with exper-

imental programmes in operation:

( ) The school which emphasises teaching English as

a Second Language, making use of the p tte

practice technique.

The school which advocates the integrated Lang age
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Arts approach with emphasis on providing pupils

with what to say (by enriching their experience

and vocabulary) then teaching them how to say

the what in a universally acceptable manner.

Since the duty of the elementa y school is to teach

pupils the speaking and writing skills which will help them

express themselves in an acceptable manner, the first problem

which faces the teacher is that of selecting the items for

teaching these skills. The current trend is to heed Sunne's

(1923) advl.ce, that schools survey the language usage and

spelling errors of their pupils and use the findings as spring-

boards for selecting those items that should be included in

the language programme during the school year, and for stress-

ing elements which have relevance to, and utility value in

the living language of the community.
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Reactions to Mr. Grant's paper:

1. The problems of education in Jamaica sound very
similar to those in our urban areas. Many large American
cities also have untrained teachers and-overcrowded class-
rooms to meet the needs of an economically deprived popula-
tion which speaks a divergent dialect.

2. Mr. Grant's ideas regarding the instruction of
children who speak a divergent dialect are similar in many
respects to the underlying concepts ot the language experience

approach. He speaks, for example, of accepting a child's
language and of promoting subsequent languaae growth through
vocabulary - building expeL.L=A6 ,LL-Ad through diagnostic
teaching.



STANDARD I ZED TESTS
USE AND M I SUSE

Bruce W. Brigham

Johnny has a 6.1 reading grade score on a group

standa-dized test. That mE_-_ins that his reading is at the

level at which most sixth-graders read, at the end of their

first month in sixth grade....doesn!t it? Or, does it mean

he can effectively anei independently read the beginning .

parts,of all the books_in, the sixth grade?....or, that he

needs teacher guidance with sixth grade materials? ,

Does it mean any.of these. things? It might, but

then again....? ..The 6.1 score may be an average (let's .

see, mean or median?) of a 7.1 vocabulary score and a 5.1

comprehension score. In other words, if, Johnny had one hand

in a pan of boiling water and the other hand in the freezer,

hed have an (arithmetic) avevage_temp r_ture! BUt as long

as he has, done something we can put a number on,- we kne

about him. do.we?

.What_is "Standard" 454bout Standardized.Test ?

There a e several elements common to all standard.zed

42
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tests, including sic purpose, general approache to con-

struction a d pre-publication trials, administration require-

ments, plus limitations of application, meaning and inter-

pretation.

Purpose and Rationa

One frequently stated purpose for standardized meas-

ures is that of "objectivity", the removal of teacher bia

from evaluating performance. A laudable aim, but in many,

if not Most, educational situations-particularly at the

secondary levels and below-misinformation and lack of in-

formation have been substituted for bias. Something has

gone awry here omewhere; therefore, as Edgar Dale noted

in the Ohio State News Letter, "We must get our ignorance

organized."

The fun ti n of s andardized tests is to reflect the

range of performance of a defin d characteristic possessed

by a group of individuals. The degree to which an individual

performs successfully on the items repr s nting the charac-

teristc to be me--ured, other things being equal, should
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much of the characteristic he possesses, in

comparison to the others of the sample group. The latter

is a hopeful assum ti n underlying the use of these meas-

ures. The involved techniques of test construction are

directed towa d increasing the liklihood that this assump-

tion will be true.

Hure, then, we have several "standard" (common)

elements: the definition of the behavior to be measured,

the underlying as umption that quantifiable differentiation

is possible, plus the possession of the population of certain

other characteri tics in common.

Actually, what group paper-and-pencil standardized

tests "measure" of An individual is simply his t

obtain a particu/ar score at a particular time in a particular

activity, in comparison to those scores of the Individuals

in the standardization group.

That is all-

At every stage-c nstruction and development, stand-

ardization, administrati n, scoring and interpretation-are
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explicit and implicit assumptions which are subiective in

nature. It is more effective (and accurate) to consider

standardized tests as organized attempts at controll d sub-

jectivity, than as truly objective.

EXAMPLE I: George, 14 years old, 6th grade.
Stanford Achievement Test: Total
reading-8.4 grade. However,
George was a complete non-reader.
He simply made patterns of the
answez choices.

Major Elements in Test Construction

tructi n and Trials

Items that logically seem to represent a pects of

the chara teristic are developed by certain methods that

likely to result in their successf lly discriminating between

those Individuals with much and those with little of the char-

acteristic. Frequently items are borrowed or adapt d from

other measures where they have appeared to discriminate on the

basis of the same or a similar characteristic.

The set of items Is then tried out on one or more sal

ples of the population for whom the test Is designed. The

set of items and the individual items are analyzed to determine
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if they do discriminate successfully, preferably on the basis

f some different and more operational measure or criterion

of the characteristic. The items th t discriminate best are

retained.

The samples on wh m the items are standardized hope-

fully should represent abalanced ss-section of descrip-

tive characteristics of the entire population for whom the

test is designed. This may be accomplished by various methods,

the be t probably being stratified random sampl s. Taking

into consideration each potentially influencing characte istic

of the population, in relative proportion, while randomizing

the possibility of any of its members being chos n, is quite

ti -consu ing, but there are techniques for doing this to

meet the basic statistical assumptions involved in standard-

ization procedures. These criteria in practice are very

rarely met, especially in the case of group paper-and-pencil

tests, various shortcuts being employed in tead. Result:

particularly at junior high levels and below, truly "national"

norms are largely of tha stuff dreams are made of. Even if
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"national" norms are available, if they are 12-15-20 years

old, how comparable are They to today's population?

The measure is evaluated in terms of reliability.,

which can mean s_veral things. Basically the concept con-

cerns the extent to which individuals in a sp cified sam-

ple, over a period of time, with no indication of interven-

ing differential influences, retain their relative rank in

the group in terms of the test. In other words, do the

items and the test consistently indicate the same rankings

of the individuals, over a period of time, for the chara

teristic, or were the initial results largely from chance

or uncontrolled factors? Consist ncy of rankings over time

is the best approach to reliability; it is also the most

expensive and difficult to utilize-and, unfortunately, the

least used.

Most widely used measures of reliability are those

of "internal" consistency, i.e., do half the set of items

discriminate (with the same group at the same time) approxi-

mately as well as the other half? There are various techniques
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for deter ining this_ Regardless of the detaIls, these meas-

ures are the least expensive, easiest and most widely used.

The resultant coefficients of reliability tend to be much

higher than those obtained by the first method noted. It

tvlis kind of reliability that is most Often reported by

test publishers. Howeve, there are serious questions as

to the value and dependability of this kind of reliability

which, in any case, is not the same thing as the original

meaning noted ibove.

For a tes- to be valid, it should measure what

is supposed to measur . (To be valid, it has to be reliable,

but lt can be reliable without being valid.) This le the

usual meaning of validity, although technically at last

four variations have been developed,. This is also a verv

difficult test factor to fulfill in actuality. Items and

tests do not necessarily successfully measure a particular

characteristic by logical d finition, de-oription or labels.

The most meaningful concept of validity requires an entirely

independ nt measure, preferably discretely and empirically
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quantifiable. with this concept of vsidity, we face the

greate t difficulty in practice-and it is least used.

EXAMPLE II= There are group standardized achieve-

ment measures where:

a. If the paper is dated, a read-

ing-grade score of 1.6 is

obtained;

b. If all the first answer choices

are marked, a reading score of

3.1 is received;

c. If all the final answer choices

are marked, a reading score of

3.6 is found.

Admini_tration an d Application

Administration procedures are usually very specifi-

ndardized, as they sh(uld be. This necessitates,

that each and every administrative procedure br-

handled e_act_ly as specified. Every time a change is made,

the already limited interpretive value and mean ng of the

results is reduced drastically.
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Use should be confined strictly to groups having the

same descriptive characteristics (ago, sex, etc.) -of the pop-

ulation samples used to establsh the norns of the test (if

you can obtain complete descriptive data Of the original

samples.) Again, any significant variation in this- factor

and the scores are meaningless in relation to tha original

sample pr3pulation.

However, local norms can be built over a- period Of

tirne Actually, corLsiderinT the ljmitations noted previously,

-ng local experience as the basis for comparison of current

scores is probaViy the most worth-whil6-approach,:providing

the local, population-re_ains relatively-stable.-

Meaning and Interpretaj-

The branch of psychology most concerned with develop-

ing s andardized teats is the field of Individual Differences.

Oddly enough, the field has been concerned largely with the

development of group measures, whIch are much more widely

used than are individual standardized tests (the latter in-

cludes the Binet and the Wechsler intelligence test:



As a result, nost of Our commonly-used stan a dized

measures in the school situation are 112EL effective as in-

dicators of group characteristics. F r these and other rea-

sons, an individual grade or age "scor " of a group stand-

ardized paper-and-pencil test has a very limit d meaning.

The comforting and p eudo-concreteness of the numbers and

mathematics associated with standardized tests (which also

make them appear impressively confusing) can be very mis-

leading. The basic --oblem seems to center axound the fact

that the limited meanin s of scores are neglected in favor

of stressing an abstract number value. L t us consider this

idea in relation to both individual and group measures.

Individual. A carefully standardized test such as the

Wechsier intelligence test which involved thorough controls

at each construction stage, and regui: s special training

for administration and interpretation, resuls in a score,

with.) a good examiner, that is considered to be -ithin plus

or minus 5 (five!) points of the hypothetical "true" score

approximately 2/3 (two-thirds ) of the time. n-- hird.
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the time any individual score will p obably be greater than

plus or minus 5 points away from the "t e" score. These

are the statistical limits for the confidence we can put

into such s ores, based on the relatively string nt way they

have been developed.

For example, Tom and Jane both recently obtained a

Full Scale I.Q. score of 100 (average) on the Wechsler Inte

ence Scale for Children. Is their ....mtelligence" (ability

to learn ) the same? What are some of the possibilities?

1. Tom's usual FS I.Q. score may be 96, while Jane's

is 104.

2. Tom's 100 could be the result of depressed func-

t4_oning; his potential capacity, with the removal

of the interfering factors, could be in the supe-

rior range (120-129) Jane's 100, on the other

hand, may represent the best she can possibly d

Their Full Scale I.Q. scores may have resulted

from partial socres somewhat ljte these:

Tom: Verbal-90 Performance 110; F5=100

Jane: Verba -110, Performance - 90; FS=100
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Even with the relati ely rigorously developed,

administered and interpreted individual standardized tests,

can we be confident that 2 or more similar scores represent

exactly the same learning capacity? Is there actually any

in ariable zciason to expect Tom and Jane to respond in ex-

actly the same manner in various instructi nal situations

or even in a roughly similar way in a reading situation

and a science experim nt?

GrailL. With group standardized measures, much greater limi

ations of development procedures indi ate that individual

scores be considered much more cautiously.

Consider:

1. An individual score on a paper-and-pencil group

standardized i tellig nce test, with many shortcuts, qualifi-

cations and approximations involved in the ways in which they

are interpreted, can usually be considered to be within plus

or minus 15 to 30 points of the hypoth tical t ue" score

2 of the time.
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Group paper-and-pencil measures of int lligence

and reading tend to cover basically similar factors of in-

telligence, general verbal abilities and reading achievement.

Students with reading problems frequently have depressed

"intelligence" scores because of their reading difficulties.

a. Approximately 2/3 of dozens of youngsters

previously labelled "orthogenic backward"

or mentally retarded on the basis of group

tests, when thoroughly evaluated individually

in an educational-psychological clinic, were

found to have averaqe or better overall intel-

ligence, potentially.

b. Surveys indicdte that about g..12%._ of retarded

r aders (retarded in terms of their capacity)

have average or better intelligence.

An individual score in a group test of reading

tends to be 1 to 4 levels above where the individual can us-

ually profit from systematic instruction (at his fru t ation

level, not his instructional level.)
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Reasons include:

a. Test development limitati ns

b. Limited sampling of skills

Partial control of guessing

ituation factors

4. Sack 16, 10th grade.

cla. Advanced. Read n Total Score: 5.9 grade

level. Therefore, he was assigned 5th and 6th level mater als.

But, on comprehensive individual "inform 1" tests:

Wcxd Recognition

F _ash S orer, Un timed res

Pre-primer 90% 96%

Primer 70% 90%

First Reader 24% 40%

Sec nd Reader 4% 20%



Individual_ Informal Reading Inventory

Et1I121L2ALJAML

independent

Immediate instructional

Basic Instructional

Frustrati

Hearing Capacity

Rader Level

Reading Readiness

Primer

First Reade

5. Generally, there is no basis for, comparing scores

from different tests on the same individual: usually differ-

e_t standardization procedur s involving different populations

at dIfferent times and places are involved it is analogous

to comparing, bowling balls and, meteorites - what do you have.

Can we still believe Johnny!s 6 1 reading level on

that test tells us all we need to know about his readin

but there are some ways in which such scores may be useful.

Some Uses for u Stand-rdized Meas-res

As screening devices for separating probably very

high, average a d very low potential achievers for initial

tentative grouping. Provisionally begin g instr-ction
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should be about two levels below the test scores obtained.

As a rough measure to compare relative achieve-

ment of individuals who may need careful individual study,

for example:

a. Those with very high test scores, but

av- age or poor daily achievement.

b. Those with average or poor test scores,

but very good to excellent overall

general achievement.

c. Those with low to average scores whos

verbal participation is superi--

but whose reading and writing achieve-

ment is very low.

To establish local norms on specific tests for

a local-population.

S_ummar_ and_Conclusions

First let us-admit that with standardized group test

scores wir are talking about approximate abstractions umpteem

times removed from the reality we think is being described.

64
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Second, we sh uld avoid "pigeonholing" individual

youngsters by their scores on such tests.

Third, we should learn something about test constru-

tion and study the test manuals in order to butter understand

the uses and limitations of these measures.

Fourth, -e need to demand adequate information of

construction and standardization data until those supplying

us _ith tests _upply such information with them. In the long

run, this will i crease the liklihood of more dependable

mea ures being built.

The most effective standard with standardized tests

is a great deal of caution.



Reactions to Dr. Brigham's paper:

There was general agreement that caution is necessa y
in evaluating the results of standardized tests. Technical
aspects of Dr. Brigham's paper were neither challenged nor
extended.

66.



CLOZE PROCEDURE AS A PRED I CTOR CF
uOMPREHENS I ON I N SECONDARY SCC I AL

STUD I ES MATER I AL

James Geyer

INTRODUCTION

The investigation upon which this presentation is

based involved the following problems:

1. The major problem investigated how predictive

of a student'_ ability to comprehend social

studies materials are cloze procedure scores

when compared with 1.0. scores, previous social

studies grades, and standardized,reading test

scores.

2. The secondary investigation dealt with the.pro-

blem, does rewritten social studies'materials

on an easier:readability level improve the com-

prehensicin of -that material?_

SO
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Development of Readability Measures

Interest in assessing printed materials has existed

for some'time. Lorge (1944, p. 544) indicates that the

Talmudists in A.D. 900 counted words in a usual or unusual

sense. One of the first scientifically oriented attempts

to quantify a readability factor occurred in 1889 when

F. W. Kaeding attempted to ascertain the frequency of occur-

rance of 11,000,000 words. The importance of the above

study along with Thorndike's investigation (1921) or word

frequency is suggested by the initial inclusion of vocabu-

lary factors alone in the Lively ana Pressey readability

formula. (1923, pp. 92-95) This formula is credited by

Chall (1958, P. 17) as being the first quantitative study

of readability.

By 1928 the emphasis on vocabulary factors as the

basis of predicting readability was recognized as being

inadequate. During the second period of readability explora-

tion, extending through 1939, investigators of readability

searched for factors other than vocabulary which would

68
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provide more accuracy in prediction. Representative, of this

period is the work of Gray and Leary (1935). In studying

previous findings in r adability a-d securing the opinions

of about 100 experts and 170 libra y patrons. Gray and Leary

found 389 factors which were assigned to the .categories of

content, style of expre sion and presentation,. format, and

general features of organization.

Difficulties in .evaluating qqalitative factors and

the interrelatedness of many of the variables investigated

by Gray.and Leary were instrumental in ushering.. in the next

period of readability investigation. During this pe iod,

thich ,began about.1939 with the appearanceof, the Lorge

Readability f_ mula (1944, ppr 404-19), the basis- for develop-

ment of readability formulas rested on the. premise that-a

small number of factors could validly predict readability.

The_ two-factor-Flesch andjmle,-Chall formulas.were: credited

by Chall (1958, p. 156) with giving ,a readability prediction

comparable t_ the five7factor_Gray and Leary_,formala.
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Limitat'ons of Readability Formulas

In the process of objectifying and simplifying the

application of readability formulas, a measure of vocabulary

and sentence factors was usually included. A source of crit-

icism of these formulas lies in their avoidance of m asuring

other factors of readability.

Large (1949, pp_ 90-91) indicates that readability

formulas measure four elements. They are vocabulary load,

sentence structure, idea density, and human intere t. He

adds that no other internal elements of comprehensibility

have been useful in predicting passage difficulty although

the lack of a measurement of conceptual difficulties and

organization of the printed material is a fundamental weak-

ness of formulas.

Chall (1958, pp.31-32) adds reInforcement to the

above stat ment. She suggests that readability formulas

do not measure abstractness, vagueness, illogical organiza-

tion, difficulty of words, conceptual d'fficulty, content,

and physical features.
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Smith and Dechant (1954, p. 251) support the above

statements while attending to certain variables not previ-

ously mentioned. They state that readability formulas pay

little attention to six factors which are determinants of

readability. These factors are density and unusualness of

facts, number of pictoral illustrations, interest and pur-

pose, concept load and abstractness of words, organization

f material and format, and int rr lationship of ideas.

Dale and Chall (1949, p.23) suggest that three vari-

ables affect readability. Included are the printed material

and ts stylistic elements, the criterion measure and the

method used to make the readability estimate, and the reader

along with all the qualities he brings to the printed page.

In sum ary, a limitation of the readability formulas

appears to be evident with consideration of the variables

mentioned above by Dale and Chall as only two of these fac-

tore are quantified. Since individual capabilities and

characteristics are not considered in application Of read-

ability formulas for evaluation of written materials,
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diffi ulties may be encountered when one attempts to equate

the reader and in tructional material on the ba .s of such

quantification. The discussion below expands and supports

this statement.

Readability Formula A. lica ion and Eff om rehension

The statements above note certain limitations which

are as ()elated with quantitative evaluations of printed

materials. Results of empirical assessments of r adability

formula procedures are presented below.

Since one of the elements common to the most widely

used readability formulas is some measurement of vocatulary,

this variable would logically be included in investigations

of readability as ess ent. Nolte (1937 pp. 119-247 46)

investigated the effects of comprehension on mechanically

simplifying vocabulary terms. Pictoral tests and personal

interviews were employed to mea ure comprehensi n. Nolte

reported, "Many vocabulary difficulties and numerous err n

ous -oncepts were disclosed..

72
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4

Wilson's ._tudy (1948, -8) included a three-hundred

word passage which was amplified into six-hundred and tw lve-

hundred word iersions. Since students comprehended the long-

est and structurally most difficult version significantly

better, the efficacy of simplifying sentence factors s a

means of improving comprehension may be open to question.

McCracken (1959, pp. 277-78) investigated the effective-

ness of applying readability formula criteria in producing

m re readable materials. He rated the difficulty of two

passages by the Yoakam and Dale-Chall formulas. By adjusting

the vocabulary load, the readability levels were interchanged.

Multiple-choce results ba ed on factual comprehension led

McCracken to conclude that

SeleCtions- written-to -cOnfirm with a set of vocab-
ulary 'standards in order to increase or decrease: their
readability- actually MaY hot -inCreade -or::4ecreaSe- -their

readability as miuch_as indicated. A selection thds
written --14ould -seem to haiie aTCOntrived orHartificial
readability. level.

.A a secondary purpose, he pr_sent study investigated

the effectiveness of rewritten social studies materials as a

means of Improving comprehension. Two social studies texts
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were included in the study. These texts contained identical

topics and visual aids such as pi t res and maps, however,

the readability levels were different as determined by

application of the Dale-Chall Readability formula. The

easier text was rated at a fifth-sixth grade level in r ad-

ability while the more difficult text was placed at the

seventh-eighth grade level. A single, multiple-choice test

was constructed t_ measure.knowledge acquired after adin

a randomly selected chapt-r. Analysis of ccariance was

applied to factor out the effects of reading achieve _nt

1.0., and previous social studies grades._ The null

hypothesis of no significant differences between adjusted

means wa: not rejected.

It is ot the-intent of this paper to, suggest that

,readability formulas have n- validity in.adj-sting reada-

bility levels. wever, the above findings indicate that

attempting to provide more re dable materials by reducing

sentence and vocabulary fa

for whom it is intended.

74

thali_not.ipenefit,the students
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The Cioze Procedure

In 1953 Wilson Taylor (1953, pp. 415-33) initiated

&. completion system which he termed the close procedure .

This system is defined as being a method of interc pting a

message (w-itten or spoke ), mutilating It by deleting parts,

and then administering it to receivers (readers or list ner ).

The degree of success restoring the missing elements is

indicative of the Individual1s capacity and/or ability to

deal with that message. This interaction between the reader

and the p inted material appears to cir mvent certain limi-

tations of readability formulas. Taylor (1953) suggests

that the doze procedure seems to measure the effects of

many elements of reading by involving the reader with the

material to be read.

Validit and Reliabilit of the Cloze Procedure

M ny studes have confirmed the validity o the close

proc dure as a measure

ment, Taylor (1953,

._hiS initial _xperi-

1) fin.ds.t.hat-s veral reading
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passages were ranked in the same order by the Dale-Chall

Readability formula, the Fiesch Readability formula, and

the cloze procedure. Rankin (1958, p. 138) reports correla-

tions between standardized reading test scores and cl

test scores ranging from 5 to .81.

A number of studies relate reliabi ty findings for

the cloze procedure in pre- and post-test scores. Taylor

(1957, .23) states that such correlat ons for three cloze

forms employed in his investigation ranged from .80

Coleman and Miller (1968 pp. 369-86) find a correlation

of .93 between p nd post-test scores. Hence, the above

findings app _4 nfirm reliability and validity of the

cloze procedure as a mea ure of readability.

Cloze asa PredIctor f Comprehension

As a rationale for this study which i v stigated the

effectiveness of the cloze procedure as a predictor of ability

to comprehend iiocial studies materials, -two studies appeared

to be pertinent. Bormuth (1967, p. 295) established a frame

of reference b tween el ze test scores and equivalent
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comprehension scores. Hafner (1964, pp. 135-45) investigated

the effectiveness of the cloze procedure as a predictor of

course grades in a college methods class with a resultant

correlation of .65 being reported. These data suggest that

the degree of comprehensibility an individual finds in 3_n-

.structional materi-1 may be predi-t dloy pte-reading cloze

scores.

Procedure d_LLMaiTIZE

Data were obtained for this study by the following

procedure. Students first c- paeted a pre-reading'cloze

test from one of the two texts utilized in the study. An

every fifthword-deletion-system was.employed. After com-

pletion of the cl z- test, :thestudent read the chapter from

whiCh the cioZe test had been constructed and completed a

fifty-item 'multiplechoice teSt.-

To test the hypothe lp concerning the predictive

effectiveness the doze procedure

tiven of standardiz_d

d preVious

as compared to the pre-

r ading test scores,

_udieb grade dictors
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of how well students comprehend social studies materials,

significant differences between two correlation c efficients

involving a comm-n variable were investigated with application

of a procedure described by Tate (1965, pp. 282-83). At the

.01 level the cloze procedure was not found to be sign fi-

cantly better than other variables in predicting comprehen-

sion levels. In reference to the standardized r ading test

scores, the findings were in the opposite direction of the

prediction. At the .05 level, however, cloze scores were

found to be significantly better predictors of comprehension

of the social studies materialas m asured in this st-dy

than I.Q. scores and previous social studies grades.

Discussion

A difference in the opposite direction of the predic-

tion was- found in comparing the effectiVeness-of prediction

of cloze and standardized rea ing te scores. This suit
might be attributable to the similarIty of the kinds of guese

tions, ultiple -choice item-

and Lhe standardized reading test.

in the criterion meaSure

Completion of the doze
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test may have required a different, more subjective type

of comprehension ability than did the standardized read ng

te t.

The efficacy of rewritten social studies materials

on a lower readability level as a means of improving GI p e-

hensibility of such material was inve tigated. Reinforcement

was given to certain previous studies in that objectively

reducing vocabulary difficulty and sentence complexity may

not significantly improve comprehension scores.

Continued investigati n of the cloze procedure as a

predictor of comprehenson appears to be warranted. Numerous

studi s Indicate that the cloze procedure is a valid and

reliable measure of readability. The significant differ nces

at the .05 level in comparing the predictive effe tiveness

cloze sCores to cores and previous social studies

grades also support the above sugge tion.

Bormuth's frame of reference was mentioned previou ly.

The findings of this study suggest that a universal frame

of refe ence may n t be fea ible.
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Reactions to D. Geyer's paper:

I. The attemp 'by CU= to match reading material
with students is worthy of continued investigation. This

procedure does circumvent a real limitation of measures of
readability by assessing what the reader brings to the page.

2. axag, is a more valuable testing instrument than

the traditional°read-and-test procedure because it eliminates
the variability of teacher competence in evaluating questions

and answers.

3. =AWL provides a good estimate of readability and
predictability for primary grade to college age students.

4. Readability formulas which a e based upon the

number of syllables in a passage do not really indicate the
concept load of the passage. Difficult-concepts can be

expressed using words of few syllables.



A PSYCHOLINGUISTIn LOOK AT RE DING
DEFINITIONS A\ID DIRECTICNS

MaryAnne Hall

What is reading? Emphasis on this question in read-

ing methods texts and in reading courses has hopefully sti-

mulated prospective and inservice teachers to think about

the process which r ceives so much instructional time in

our schools. Reading authorities have .1-ng stressed the

need for understanding the reading process since the defini-

tion of reading can affect the relative emphasis given to

the decoding and meaning di ensions of reading in instruc-

tional settings. The purpose of this paper is to presenL

and analyze linguistic views of reading and to state impli-

cations ef these definitions for the teaching of reading.

-The petition pf:this paper is that psycholinguiStit study-

416es Offer valuabl- insights --fer..the'-teacher of reading.

Since readi g is a language -ba ed process,

sp cti e sh uld clarify what occurs when a

ling sitic per-

ader engages in

the act of readiz _
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Psycholingui t _s draws upon knowledge fr-m both

psychology and linguistics, and as psycholinguistics is

applied to reading, it is concerned with the interrelation-

ship of thought and language. Psycholinguistic study probes

how an individual learns language, especially his native

language, and how he uses the symbol system in thinking and

communi ation. Linguists analyze the features of a language,

and this linguistic information combined with the behavior

involved in learning and thinking is useful in analyzing

the reading pr---ss as an interaction between the reader

and-written language. How enc uraging it is to realize that

lInguistics applied to reading offeri much more than concen7

tration on decoding of print-through-knowledge of phoneme-

grapheme.relationships!

Lin uistiC DefinitiOn _Of Reading.

The g-arestate _ents of linguists -ho ha e

-look A_cor are looking at'the application of lingUistiC-.kno--

.this -paPer, 'the- definition0_-from

ading authorities are not in .luded but one
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want to compare the linguistic definitions wIth the'ones

stated in the literature on readin

According to Miller, "Reading is the interpretation

of writing, just as listening., is th- interpretation of

speech.' All reading, writing, listening, and speech are

based on the structure of a language. In reading, a child

learns the writing sy tem. Miller calls definitions such

as "getting meaning frOm the printed_page" ridiculous and

explains that this is a'. resUlt of reading but not a defini-

tion. (1969, pp. 4-43).- in all the -1 nguistic definitions

of reading,-stres- on the relationship_between Spoken:a--

written-language is a cominon -element.

Leonard Blo mfield *ho-s-credited with-creating the

first linguiatic ir the reading field maintained that,

"To understand:reading one must uride stand the latio

written pr nted) words to speec (1961, .19) .

believed that especially for beginning readers

should be on

His reading ma

,

speech is recorded bY

empha- s

rials, however, stressed small units of print,
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and modern linguists would argue that a linguistic view of

language must consider larger units than did Bloo field.

Another definition is offered by Vries in this state-

merit:

The reading process then is by no means a- simple
process although it can be summed up in one simple

statement.

One can 'read' insofar As he.can respond to the

language signals represented by patterns of graphic
shapes as fully as he learned,to respond to the same
language signals of his code represented by patterns

of audlry shapes. (1962, p. 131).

He identifies three :tages of reading. The first

stage is the transfer stage_when a child learns to transfer

from the auditory signs for languAgesignals t_ a set of

visual'signs for the sam signals. In the second stag- re-

sponses to the vi ual patterns become so automatic that the

graphic-shapes_ do n receive conscious attention as the

reader suppliesportions of the signals not fully in the

material itself The third stage begins when reading is

so automatic that reading i used equally with or more than

live languag in acquirin experience. Fries
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has written a set of "linguistic readers" designed for the

transfer stage, and these books stress presentation of

graphic shapes in terms of regular spelli_g patterns. While

his definition does stress the relationshipbetween the

spoken and -ritten codes, one can guarr-1 with the unit of

response which is not_the meaning-bearing unit but.a smaller

one of single words_and smaller graphemic units -ithin words.

In contrast with Bloomfield and Fries, Lefevre.claims

that the sentence is the minimal unit of meaning. His defi-

nition states that reading requires recognition of graphic

counterparts of -ntire spoken utte ances, c mp ehended as

uratary meaning-bearing Fatterns.." (1964, p..39), An im-

plication fb_- beg nning reading_ can be f u d in the folio

ing mment:

he

The essence .of, reading and writing_ readiness_is
the child's understanding that the langdage he hears
and speaks can be-represented-graphically:in writing
and print; and that -the writing:and print he -=es can
say something to him. (1964, p.

T o other statements of.Lefevre which refer to co
_

ion are:.
"Reading is not reading un ess it gives access

to .meanings." ( 969 291).
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"Entire meaning-bearing patterns must be net
simply decoded but interpreted and evaluated."

(1969, p. 293).

Another definition -f reading 'can be foUnd in the

title of an article, R ading: A PsYcholinguistic Guessing

Game," by Goodman who has written extensively about the func-

tion of language patterns in- cu ng or miScuing the reader.

(1955, 1967, 1968, 1969). He has alao developed an elabo-

rat_ model of the re ding process, and exPlains how the pro-

cesschangcs at different- tageS of reading developMent.

(1968). F r the beginning reader, oral and Silent reading

are probably Very similar- proce s s as the reader _hanges

or recode_ the ptint to ant-1 input Which' then receded

into fami iar-erai .langUage Which -ia-de_eded'And asseciated

with meaning. -At'lat-r stages, the receding anddedod

are simultaneous that the reader de _des in meaninful

units directly from the print. (1968). .Further -elaboration

by Goodman follows'.:

R ading is the receptive phase of written comra

nication. In written language a message has been

encoded by the writer in graphic symbelspatially
distributed on the page. The reader does not merely

pass his eyes over written language and receive and



record a stream of visual perceptual images. He
must actively bring to bear-his knowledge of langu-
age, his past experience, his conceptual attainments
on the-processing of language information encoded
in the form of graphic symbols in order to .decode
the written language* Reading must therefore be
regarded as an interaction between the reader and
written language through which .the reader attempts
to reconstruct- a message from the writer. (1968,

p. 15).

He claims that we must dispense with our preoccupation with

letters and words and begin to look at language. "Nothing

less than decoding of large language units is reading.

(1968,-p. 16).

reading

eXcludes any-a

..no theory of r ading, reading lea ning,

action-can be complete uccessful which

pect of this osycholinguistic proces

"Reading is not reading unless there is some degree of

compreher n. (1968, p. 26).

The follo ing comm nts

those bfGoodman.

thought and congnition are presupposed by language
--that speech is a consequence of some kind of thought
or cognition, even though language structure may
channel or influenc thought.
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"We can define reading, ultimately, as the
activity of reconstructing- (overtly or covertly)
a reasonable epoken message from a printed text,
and making moaningful responses to the reconstructed
message that would parallel those that would be made
to the spoken message (1964, p. 62).

,A recent book by. Wardhaugh offers a ioncise defini-

tion: "When a person reads, he is processing information.

(1969, p..52). .Wardhaugh equates the act of proces ing

information with comprehension. He _explains:

Comprehension reguires,far more than understand-
ing the meanings.of individual words and then fusing
.these meanings by some mysterious process so_that

sense will result. It la this_precess, this fusion

.itself, that requires- a close examination. ;It has_
. -

syntactic and semantic-components about which the
linguist can provide important information.. (1969,

_

.p. 66).

LinquistieDirectiona .for ReadincL. Instruction

What direction for t teaching reading, n: be

found n the preced ng definitions of reading and in the

stUdy:of psycholinguistic Generally, "linguistic'



programs for reading have been based on the alphabetic

principle of our language, and consequently, educators

have been disappointed in linguistic applications to read-

ing. Also, linguists have been dis:--yed by the limited

application of linguistics to reading. Wardhaugh claims,

It would be true to say that most reading experts
have given only token recognition to linguistics in
their work, with the consequence that the vast part
of what.is discussed under the name of linguistics_
in texts, methods, and -courses on reading is in
reality very far from the best linguistic knowledge
that is available today. (1969, p..30).

In a speech at the .1968 International Reading Associ-

ation conference, Goodman states,

Linguistics is not something to believe in or
not believe in. It makes about as much sense for
a reading teacher to- reject linguistics as it does
for an engineer to reject physics. Engineering is
to a great degree applied physics and similarly,
reading instruction is applied linguistics. (1969,

p. 271).

My position that psycholingum tic study has much to

offe the teacher of reading

premises:

1. Every reader-inc1udic. the beginner in smgligjft one

based on the following

is a user of language_- The greatest resour e the child brings



to the task of reading is his language and experi nce b7 k-

ground. In discussions of reading readiness great attention

has been given to the experience backgrou_d: less to the

language background. When attention has been given to the

language background, focus has been on extent of vocabulary

and general ability to express ideas orally. Linguists

would give great attention to the stru ture of the spoken

language of the beginning reader as it relates to the

written language he must process while reading. Beginning

reading materials should reflect the oral language structure

of the readersfor whom they are intended.

2. The teaching of-reading-must. be taught so that

the reader is-consciously al./am-that- printed symbols . relate

to siodech whiCk.he already-understands,- 'From personal

examination of psycholinguistic explanations'. _fTreading, I

-am-mo e firmly-convinced-than e er :that.the langage experi-

..enc- approach is,-the_most 1 gic l, personally -relevant, and

theorectically justified-way of introducing children to

.-reading In .this apprbach childr 1-1a. e reading-language
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their language--and they can realize the relationship of

speech and reading as they use both the spoken and written

codes of the language. Goodman's explanation of the "recod-

i g" stage in which a child vocalizes to make the content

resemble oral language can help us understand the task of

the beginning reader in relating print to speech. (1968).

3. Reading i struction must consider the language

and information processing the reader must do in order to

receive a message from print. This language proceszing r_-

quires more than word recognition and application of phoneme-

grapheme patterns to decod unfamiliar words. The processing

of information definitions of reading need expansion and

investigation so that in teaching reading we can develop

children's ability to process information. Studies of the

relationship between language and thought should clarify

the comprehension process.

If! Bormouth states, comprehension is a r sponse

to the language syst

must be exainine in relation to language processing skills.

then the components of comp ehension
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(196 the be inning str_ges of reading, children rarely

encounter new ±nformaticn as they relate print to familiar

oral language. HoT.ever, at later g s, children must

process writtn language containing new content. Hopefully,

lingui will provide communication models which relate

the comprehension process to language.

4. When a child's spoken language is different from

the language of the standard ,English in reading Materials,

his teachers need to know the ea ential differences in o-der

to ander tand the translation process requi ed -by the non-

standard English:spedkinglearner. Teachers will need -to

know the-features Of non-standard language which may cue a

reader incorrectly ih standard Bnglish. Baratz has iden7

tified the syntactical features for the black inner-

non --_tand td:speech.-- (1969)..

y-

5. Information regaaa the wave 1a= structure

affócts reading can be gained 1.2y. studying the actual atsfar::.

mance of children as they read'orally.. Goodman has developed

a taxonomy of reading errors (miscues) which relates error
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types to the study of language structure. (1969). The

common use of oral reading tests is for diagnosis to deter-

mine instructional levels. When these t sts are examined

for err r patt rns, they are examined according to errors

in word attack and vocabulary. These errors are classified

as substitutions, mspronunciatIons, repetitions, sita-

tions, and refusals without ex mination of language fa I-_ors

in the material which may have caused the reader to

G. Linguistics is a scientific discipline which

a source of information. The educator and the reading

teacher who are ch rged with application of linguistic

knowled e to teachincj reading need to draw upon the know-

ledge offered by linguists; Educators must be active in

seeking linguistic information, and must d velop instru -

tional strategies utilizing appropriate linguistic nfor-

mation.

Summary

This paper has dealt

ing process with Iinguitic e
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of dialects, of the regularity of patterns in phoneme-grap-

heme relationships, of syntactical structures, of language

development, and of strategies of-thinking which,depend

upon manipulation of language can not be ign_-ed by educators.

The basic c_n ideration is -how the application of

psycholinguistic knowledge can bring,about impr vement

reading in tru tion. = The language of the

upon whi h reading instruction

ader is the.base

mist, b- built. The- former

-misconception of equating linguistics with a method of teach-

ing reading resulted-in- a narrow and shallow, application

-f linguistics to reading. LinguistIc knewledge -and--esearch

sh-uld. lead-to-improvements, -not.iust changes, in-reading.-

instruCti n, inteach r education, and,in thedevelopment.of

reading material
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Reactions to Dr. Hall's paper:

1. The reading materials produced by linguists thus

far have been of poor quality. For example, Bloomfield's
Linguistic Approach to reading precluded the introduction

of interesting reading material. This aspect of his approach

is a violation of educational psychology. Hopefully, the

current concern of linguists for large meaning-bearing units

of language will eventuate in more soundly conceived instruc-

tional materials.

2. Goodman's findings in psycholinguistics cast doubt

upon -the value of our whole testing system in_oral and silent

reading. Perhaps the diagnosis of reading problems could be

improved by an examination of the language patterns which a
child brings to the printed page. If the examiner were to

compare the child's language with the ldngUage patterns creat-

ed by his oral reading errors, then more helpful diagnostic

information might be .the result.



QUESTIONING FOR THINKING:
A TEACHING STRATEGY THAT MAKES
A DIFFERENCE FOR DISADVANTAGED

LEARNERS

Walter Gantt

The nature of citizen dissatisfaction with the schools

and their curriculum offerings-is evident in current reports.

One newspaper (Afro-American, 1969) quotes a parent who said

that children need to understand "the processes of thinking

and feeli- "; C onin and Crocker _(1969) tell_ al:16ot group

of parents who demanded that the princi al be transferred

because, under hi_ student reading achievement had not im-

proved. In vie-_ of the resistande to rising scheol 'budgets,
fi

these criticisms:must .be faced-if- public-support is t- be

cont nued.

schools,

subjected

the

the least, prac ices and achievements in

as in any other large business enterprise, will be

int nsified surveillance. More and more i

d mand being heard that the instit tion be held respon-

sible for

child.

the natur 'ADEA.tsproduct-in,thiejnetafice, the,-

94
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This ultimatum is not a one-way challenge: teachers,

too, share the alarm over the number of poorly educated

youths who leave s hool each year unable to express their

thoughts adequately or to make responsible judgment. Many

have tended to view the language of the printed text as that

of an alien domain. These youngsters, disadvantaged within

the traditi nal school setting, are potential power kegs-.

The increase in their numbers is reflected in the growing

volume of calls to security, administrative, and curric,ulum

workers for help- as well as-in the requests for transfers

to more responsive teaching situations.

However, the situation an 'be approached with an

attitude of. hopefulness. There:is a gr -Ing body of data

(Gantt,- 1960) -t- supp rt the--notibi that within'th- pupil

class o-m verbal- discou _p cues may be.identified by_ the

teacher 'to which he _ay--re po d. .Studie-s_h:ve: been_ mad

tea-ching- tochnique P.:which make a difference_ in learning

-(Taba and .gltey-,. 1964 ). It is time to join the ranks ...of-

thoSeH--fe Anstitttions-who ar_ giving -thestLiaY, of suCh_

strategies a signified_t-plage

.af
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Rupil_Thinkin and Teacher Questi lin

In general, educators subscribe to the dictum that

teaching for thinking is a primary function of the school.

Less concurrence exists about what teaching for thinking

implies in teacher behavior and pupil acts. For the purposes

of this presentation thinking is concerned with those spe-

ific t-sks, di cussed by Crutchfield (1969), of formulating

problems, procesEd g information and generating and evaluat-

ing ideas.

There is wide agreement that teacher questions are

the means of triggering the pupil replies which evidence

thinking behavior. There is also prevalent in the literature

the idea that certain classes of questions elicit specific

kinds of pupil r actions. Sanders (1966), howerer, calls

this_latter

that frequently

fallacious. It will be demonstrat

.-"clepending:::d0onthp =readness -,0t,the

a long=drawn out pro_ess of = pupil.!-teacher

precede the appearance

activity ust

oUghtfulPUpil:.behaviOr-.,

its fost ring of group oriente:

often neglected the child-who

approach.

trategies

quired a more individuali

-103
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Obviously the teacher's repart ire of techniques must

include multiple strategies involving questioning. Also,

planned strategies of instruction m-st begin with an identi-

fication of the kind of thinking behavior desired at a

particular time. The clarity with which the teacher envis-

ages the ends of ilistruction will have considerable effect

upon the strategies he dev ses for their attainment and the

extent to which he guides the-effort- of the pupils in the

desii d direction.

As stated by Dewey (1910)". .-the origin Of think-

ing is some perplexity, confusion, or doubt. Thinking is

not a case of-spontaneious combusion; it does not occur just

on 'general principles_ There is something specific which

occasions and- evokes it."Teacher.questioning is One- m-ans

of evoking.-this response. Tbe intent,-f thisarticle is

to meet an expresb d'need---lor.specific=gUidan in question-

ing techniques for teachers which c n achieve the desired

result (Crump, 1970).
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Classroom_Strate ies

Several questions arose in the process of formulating

a plan to observe the development of thinking within the

foregoing conceptual framework:

1. What verbal cues are emitted by children to show

that they need help with thinking?

2. What kinds of teacher questions facilitate

children's thinking?

Typescripts of reading lessons in several first grade

classes in an urban inner city school supply examples o

both the children's cues and the -teachexs- questions. The

first grade was chosen intentionally so-as-to demonstrate

that:

1. Deliberate instruction in teaching thinking may

be started during the beginning of the child's

school life.

2. Illustrations and personal data can be used to

extend the limited ve bal re ou c

..Oririted:text 'at that level:.

f the
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Teaching strategies responsive to the child can

result in a noticeable improvement in thinking.

4. The term "disadvantaged" is pertinent primarily

in those situations in which teaching strategies

are inadequate, inappropriate, or unresponsive

in their application to the individual pupil.

The units of analysis, or probes, which follow begin

with a pupil utterance which provides cues to his thinking.

The exchange betw__n the teacher and that pupil is continued

until the final pupil utterance shows a trend toward improve-

ment or lack of improvement over the initial-one.

1. (class is asked about the number of- family members

in their story located in the Be-ts and Wel

Prime 1958.)

Students: Four. Five. Four.

Teacher: Why did you say five, Jim

--Jim: I don't, know.-

.Tea her: (Refers Jim-H. to-illustration) .How many

do ,you_see. in-thefamilYi

ai . Four. I was c unting the dog, too.
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Analysis: The teacher is attracted to Jim because

there is an apparent discrepancy in his statement

which is not supported by known facts. An ini-

tial probe shows an uncertainty which is resolved

when the teacher changes his question to enable

Jim to compare his perception of the situation

w.th the actual context. Jim progresses beyond

his unsupported response to an explanation.

2. (Pupil is asked to contrast two pictures in order

to make inference about why Father is confused

during a game. She reports on the content of

the second picture only.)

Martha: Because the father is not peeking and

the mother is holding up a bone and

Jimmy are holding up a doll.

Tea her: What have they done, Martha, to have

fun with Father

Martha: They 1-ng 'pause
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Teacher: Who has the doll in the picture on

page 6 when Father puts on his blind-

fold?

Martha: Sue

Teacher: Who has the d 11 in the picture on

page 7?

Martha: Jimmy.

Teacher: What have they done so th y can have

fun with Father?

Martha: They changed it around.

Analysis: Pupil shows an incomplete response to

thr task set by the teaaher Teacher reduces

the required activity t- its components and as s

qu stions related toeach:part in order to assist

the child in the analytical function. Following

-this procedure the teacher reiterates the initial-

questiOn andthe child -.then has sUffi lent re-

urces-t o draw conclusibns on hip own.
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(Teacher asks pupil why did he. think Father was

surprised when he removed his blindfold).

Roger: (No R-sponsa)

Teacher: Roge , have you ever been su __Ised by

something?

Ro-er: Yes

Teacher: What happened when,you were surpris_

Roger: I was happy.

Teacher: _Did you see something .you didn't expect

to see which_s=prised-yo- or did you

g t something you didn't expect to get

that -urprised you?

-Roger:- Yes

Teacher:.What was you --e ember?

R.gert- Yes

ll'eacher: Were-you surprised-on Christmas?

Roger: Yes. A bike.

Teacherv :Why were you urpris d?-

.Roger : Because I didn t expect
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Teacher: Good. Why was Father su:-rised, then?

Roger: Because he did not expect to see the bone

(in Mother's hand).

Teacher: What had happened to all the things he

had seen before?

Roger: Changed

Analysis: Pupil-does not respond tes teacher

question. Teacher 'attempts-to determine

difficulty is one of meaning by requesting an

example from the child's personal background.

-These results are not _definitive. Teacher sugges_s

a situation toth =childin.which an instance- of

the concept might occur. Child responds with an

illustration' andAra-s an-fanalogT:to- the _situation

ln the story when the teacher

question.

Wm4 the initial

A survey of the analyses of the foregoing probes sho

that the pupil provides cues

ing when he:

his nee lp with think-
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1. is unable to ut er or complete an explanation

f concept.

does not interpr t what he has said by defining,

illustrating, rephrasing, or giving an example .

repeats irrelevant or disconnected ideas.

cannot supply data to supp- t a statement or

position.

is unable to use data in a related or a -ociative

situation.

cannot derive logical conclusions or make appli-

cations in new situations.

The " omething spec fic" -ited from Dewey near the

beginning of-this article is represented among-the teaching

techniques illOstrated'in the probes. 'Instead -f relyinc

mainly -upon certain-classes-of-spegtionshat,: who, how,

why) th- teache- follows through onvhialperception of the

pupils need - de ived from cUes in their-verbal:behavior,

by. using -a varlet :of:q0eStioning_':_strategies_tengage in

the _o4owing: process behaViora:
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Rephrasing que tions in order to assist pupil in

recognizing the basis for his per eption of a

problem

2. Assisting the pupil in-acquiring data to evaluate

and make his own judgments

Referring the pupil to resources.to support, clarify,

and supplement his statements

4. Assisting the pupil in analyzing content useful

in summarizing and dra ing conclusions

5. Leading the pupil-to identify more concrete in-

stances of a concept by.sggesting alternatives

whenAle. is unable t_ respond on a more abstract

level

Drawing upon the-pupil's experiences as a-- u--e

-Umeanings..-useful -inA.nterpreting unfanuli

situations,

it,ii of intere t;to- observe'that in several. probes.

different re ults were obtained from identicalteacher ques-

tions asked at different stages of the strategy. Yew questi ns,
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on their own, were sufficient to elicit the response which

was facilitated eventually. Only after an appraisal of the

complete interactive s tting-- upil-teacher relations, ver-

bal sequence and structuring, mutual respect and responsive

ambience--does an awareness of the process of promoting the

improvement of thinking em-rge.

The units dealt with in this art cle may be n_ row

in scope but the strategies show the possibilities, even

at the first grade level, for dev-loping basic supports for

later cognitive and affective structures.

Teachers at the pre-service or-in-service levels,may

hereby.bp.given_ guidelines:for helping-the otherwise dis-

advantaged 1 arner make the difficult-transition from the

la guage patterns of the- neighborhood t- those of the'school.

In the pro -ess helsassisted in.developing-r_-ardingand

positive leelings of-HA complishments as he eng-ges,in the

expressive actiVitivwhich accompanies :thoughtful behavior.
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Reactions to Dr. Gantt's paper:

1. This position papar was termed "non-contro ersial."

2. The teacher, not the materials, controls the learn-

ing situation. Therefore, materials which might otherwise be

boring and irrelevant, can be manipulated and made relevant

through skillful teaching.

3- Teachers' low expectations are often at the r ot

of children's failure.

4. Answer-oriented questions would not threaten a child

if the teacher used alternate stategies to elicit correct

responses when necessary. A child experiences failure _when

his incorrect response is rejected.and another child is called

upon for the correct answer.


